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Empi select tens unit lead wires

Our lead wires do not fit in EMPI units. If you do not see the model listed, call order (866) 449-1010. Suitable for most SENS units, including the following models: Precision TENS 3900 Precision EMS 6.0 TETRA Premier EMS Premier Combo Plus Comfortable TENS 2000 EMS TrueTens IF 9000 TENS 2000 EMS 6000
IF 2206 TENS 2500 EMS 6500 IF 4000 TENS 2000 DENS 2 4250 DENS 1000 EMS 7500 Ultra IF DENS 3000 TwinsTeam Truesin IF LENS 6000 TwinsTeam Plus Micro II SENS 7000 CENS803P Micro 850 Maxtens 3 R-2500 Russian Stim PGS 123. Kinex Medical Company offers a variety of EMPI lead wires and
electrodes to ensure the success of the treatment. EMPI premium electrode premium electrodes remove spike currents for uniform and comfortable stimulation. High-resistance silver ink controls the flow of current across the entire surface of the electrode. Better current flow causes more comfortable stimulation. The
pad features a hooded, low-polarization gel with a pure aloe verachec box that works well with the skin and provides comfort for many purposes. A tinted double-coated storage liner allows electrodes to be applied on both sides. There is no latex. Available in: 2 round premium electrodes, 4 pack2 x 2 square premium
electrodes, 4 pack2 x 4 rectangular premium electrodes, 4-PackEMPI premium carbon electromi carbon foam electrode function flexible foam backup for maximum comfort. Various shapes and sizes available for most SENS and NMES devices. Elastic adhesives for longer life in extreme temperatures. There is no latex.
Available in: 2.75 round reusable foam electrodes, 4-Pack2 x 2 square reusable foam electrodes, 4-Pack2 x 3.5 rectangular reusable foam electrodes, 4 pack bellows topping and hypoallerbly electrodes 2 x 2 Velcro topping electrodes, 4-pack low back electrodes, 4-pack bag electrodes designed to comply with the
unique pain treatment waist for waist electrodes. There is no latex. Available in: 4x6 butterfly foam parachute electrode back strip foam electrode low profile, cloth backup electrode provides flexibility to fit different body surfaces. Breathable fabric backing maximizes patient comfort. Fixed pigtail wires prevent pullouts.
There is no latex. Available in:2 x 2 Square Thousand Electrodes, 4 Pack Kinex Medical Company, LLC 1801 Airport Road, Suite D Waukesha, WI 53188© 2020 Kinex Medical Company, LLC, all right reserved images are not available Color: www.paincontrolproducts.com You're Here: Home &gt; Free Shipping on
Leadwire! These lead wires are not compatible with EMPI devices. Free shipping! EMPI/Rehabilicare 36Rid Wire - Keyhole Connection - Just $19.99 each! Complies with keyhole-style lead wires that can be used with IF 3Wave, ProMax, SX Plus, SMP Plus and SporTX units. Free shipping! Lead wire for EMP 40
focus/response selection/epix VT/EPIX Choose /300PV and continuosts - only $19.99 each! Free shipping!  If the device is 15 years of age or higher, it is the lead wire for most devices. Free shipping! This front was created around 2002 for a very short time. Free shipping! EMPI 40 Safety Snap Lead Wire:
Focus/Response Selection/Epics VT/Epics XL/EMPI Selection - Only $39.99/Each Free Shipping! This is not a lead wire.  If you want to use more than four electrodes at a time, it works as an addition to the lead wire. One universal wire that can be used with all LENS/EMS stimulators. Converts a single pin connection to
a dual-pin connection. 11 Y cable. Each branch wire allows you to use one additional electrode. (e.g. 1 branch wire = 5 electrodes at a time, 2 branch wires = 6 electrodes at a time, 4 branch wires = 8 electrodes at a time) EMPI 59 safety lead wire for use with Empi Select CENS, Empi Continuous, 300PV, Focus,
Response Select, Epix VT, Epix-XL and other EMPI brand stimulator. Free shipping! MPI 40 Focus/Response Select/Epix VT/Epix XL/300PV and thick grade lead wire for continuods - just $24.99 each! The 60 EMPI/Rehabilicare lead wire is a keyhole style that can be used with IF 3Wave, ProMax, SX Plus, SMP Plus
and SporTX units. Free shipping! MPP 24 Focus/Response Selection/Epix VT/EMP Select/300PV and Lead Wire for Continuoframe - $28.99 each! Aviva XP Neurotech Lead Wire
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